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FRESH FLUERS
Our days are spent designing your dream wedding.

We love curating arrangements with different
varieties of flowers. Because that's where we find

happiness, right?



PERSONAL
FLOWERS

A gorgeous, hand-tied bouquet 
comprised of flowers and foliage, in your 
preferred colors, style and size. Starting 
at $190
*comes with 1 groom's boutonnieres 

BESPOKED BRIDAL

A petite version of the bridal bouquet
used for the traditional bouquet toss. 
 $50

TOSSING BOUQUET



PERSONAL
FLOWERS

A smaller bouquet styled to match the
bridal floral theme and tied with satin
ribbon. Starting at $55 ea

BRIDESMAID POSY

 A pinned floral element featuring
interesting flowers and textures for the
jacket lapel.  $10-$15 ea

BOUTONNIERE



PERSONAL
FLOWERS

Styled as you prefer, crown includes
flowers and greenery and is adjustable. 
 Half or full crown options.  $40
(half)/$60 and up (full)

ADULT FLOWER CROWN

A sweet addition, similar to the adult
crown but smaller.  $40

CHILD’S FLOWER CROWN

A small bouquet of flowers worn 
around her wrist for a formal occasion. 
 $25-$30 ea

WRIST CORSAGES



CEREMONY &
RECEPTION
FLOWERS

Centerpieces are designed with a
combination of focal flowers, foliage,
and filler flowers to complement your
floral theme.  You choose your preferred
size, density, shape and vase.  These
designs are low enough so that seated
guests comfortably see over them.
Starting at $65 ea

DINING TABLE CENTERPIECE

These types of arrangements are utilized
everywhere from the gift table, to the bar, to
the ceremonial site framing the couple.  Size,
shape and vases are chosen according to use.
Starting at $95 ea

LARGE ARRANGEMENT



CEREMONY &
RECEPTION
FLOWERS

Floral arrangements tied at the back of 
the Bride and Groom's chair. 
Starting at $80 for both chairs 

SOLEMNIZATION CHAIRS

Let your imagination run with the
possibilities of floral centerpiece. 
comes with:
1 fresh flowers centerpiece
1 set of ribbons for main car
2 set of ribbons for following car
Starting at $280

CAR DECOR



PACKAGES

1 Bridal bouquet 
1 Groom's boutonnieres 
4 Boutonnieres 
1 Car decor

SGD 488

BASIC CAR FRESH

BRIDESMAIDS FRESH

1 Bridal bouquet 
1 Groom's boutonnieres 
4 Boutonnieres
4 Bridesmaid posy

SGD 428



FAUX FLUERS 
Why faux? Because it looks pretty all day: And of 
course, an affordable option if you're on a budget.

Best of all: rent it! Perfect for a 2-day wedding, 
right?

 
Bespoked but fuss-free.

 
Hence, this thought is non-existent.

" Well, but I'm afraid that it'll be mainstream leh.. "



PERSONAL
FLOWERS

1 groom's boutonnieres 
Doorstep delivery & pick up  

A gorgeous, hand-tied bouquet 
comprised of flowers and foliage, in your 
preferred colors, style and size. Rent for 
$90/4 days | purchase for $190
*includes -

FAUX BRIDAL

Doorstep delivery & pick up 

A petite version of the bridal bouquet 
used for the traditional bouquet toss. 
Only available for rent as an add-on. 
Rent for $35/4 days | purchase for 
$90
*includes -

TOSSING BOUQUET



PERSONAL
FLOWERS

Doorstep delivery & pick up 

A petite version of the bridal bouquet
Only available for rent as a set of 4  or 
rent as an add-on.  Rent for $35/4 days 
| purchase for $90
*includes -

BRIDESMAID POSY

 A pinned floral element featuring
interesting flowers and textures for the
jacket lapel.  Rent for $8/4 days |
purchase for $15

BOUTONNIERE



CEREMONY &
RECEPTION
FLOWERS

various arch options with off-the-peg
florals or personalize to your preference
Renting from $388 

Basic arch example on the right @ $388
for rent

ARCH W/ FLORALS

Mix and match from off-the-peg florals or
personalize to your preference
Renting from $288/ pair

Design on the left is @ $388 for rent

STAND W/ FLORALS



CEREMONY &
RECEPTION
FLOWERS

Centerpieces are designed with a
combination of focal flowers, foliage,
and filler flowers to complement your
floral theme.  You choose your preferred
size, density, shape and vase.  These
designs are low enough so that seated
guests comfortably see over them.
renting from $38

DINING TABLE CENTERPIECE

These types of arrangements are utilized 
everywhere from the gift table, to the bar, to 
the ceremonial site framing the couple.  Size, 
shape and vases are chosen according to use. 
Renting from $50

LARGE ARRANGEMENT



CEREMONY &
RECEPTION
FLOWERS

Mix and match with off-the-peg florals or
personalize to your preference
Renting from $15 each

CURCH PEWS

Let your imagination run with the
possibilities of floral centerpiece. 
comes with:
1 fresh flowers centerpiece
1 set of ribbons for main car
2 set of ribbons for following car
Rent for $180/4 days

CAR DECOR



CEREMONY &
RECEPTION
FLOWERS

Floral arrangements tied at the back of 
the Bride and Groom's chair. 
Renting from $50 for both chairs decor 

SOLEMNIZATION CHAIRS

Let your imagination run with the
possibilities of floral centerpiece. 
comes with:
1 fresh flowers centerpiece
1 set of ribbons for main car
2 set of ribbons for following car
Rent for $180/4 days

CAR DECOR



PACKAGES

1 Bridal bouquet 
1 Groom's boutonnieres 
4 Boutonnieres 
1 basic arch w/ florals or  
2 stands with w/ florals 
4 set of floral hedge

SGD 588 

BASIC STYLED RENTAL

BRIDESMAIDS RENTAL

1 Bridal bouquet 
1 Groom's boutonnieres 
4 Boutonnieres
4 Bridesmaid posy

SGD 288


